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Abstract 
Computational simulations have the potential to aid understanding of cardiovascular hemodynamics 
under physiological conditions, including exercise. Therefore, blood hemodynamic parameters 
during different heart rates, rest and exercise have been investigated, using a numerical method. A 
model was developed for a healthy subject. Using geometrical data acquired by echo-Doppler, a two-
dimensional model of the chamber of aortic sinus valsalva and aortic root was created. Systolic 
ventricular and aortic pressures were applied as boundary conditions computationally. These 
pressures were the initial physical conditions applied to the model to predict valve deformation and 
changes in hemodynamics. They were the clinically measured brachial pressures plus differences 
between brachial, central and left ventricular pressures. Echocardiographic imaging was also used to 
acquire different ejection times, necessary for pressure waveform equations of blood flow during 
exercise. A fluid-structure interaction simulation was performed, using an arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian mesh. During exercise, peak vorticity increased by 14.8%, peak shear rate by 15.8%, peak 
cell Reynolds number by 20%, peak leaflet tip velocity increased by 47% and the blood velocity 
increased by 3% through the leaflets, whereas full opening time decreased by 11%. Our results show 
that numerical methods can be combined with clinical measurements to provide good estimates of 
patient-specific hemodynamics at different heart rates. 
 
Keywords 
echo-Doppler flow; fluid-structure interaction; hemodynamics; natural aortic valve 
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Introduction 
Cardiovascular disease is a major cause of mortality [93]. Understanding changes to blood flow 
during exercise is a key element in cardiovascular diagnosis [5, 7, 01, 22]. For instance, exercise may 
be used to evaluate patients with coronary artery disease [64]. Current invasive/non-invasive 
methods used to assess cardiovascular performance have several limitations, such as being difficult 
and expensive to use and not being risk free [95]. Computational methods could, instead, be 
combined with exercise measurements to determine hemodynamics, reducing the need for invasive 
procedures. 
Computational methods have the potential to predict hemodynamics, provided the correct 
boundary conditions are applied [1, 07, 01, 03, 46, 52]. Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulations 
are well suited to heart valve modeling, such as the aortic valve [11, 12, 13, 23,24,25]. Fluid flow 
around a valve causes its deflection and deformation which, in turn, alters fluid flow. In the aortic 
valve, recirculation in the sinuses of the valsava during left ventricular systole, for example, are 
known to regulate valve opening and prepare it for closure [8]. Such recirculation is dependent on 
the deformation of the valve cusps [4]. FSI simulations combine finite element analysis (FEA) of a 
structure (e.g. the valve cusps) with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to assess flow (e.g. blood 
around cusps). FSI requires the use of an arbitrary Lagrange-Euler (ALE) mesh to analyze FEA and 
CFD [14, 20]. A simultaneous FSI simulation is possible by applying shared constraints at 
boundaries shared by the fluid and the structure [15, 50]. 
Computational models developed require validation, which has been performed for several 
aortic valve FSI models [11,12,33,41]. However, few models combine a numerical simulation with 
non-invasive clinical measurements to predict a patient’s hemodynamics. Recently, we developed 
and validated a two-dimensional aortic valve FSI model to predict changes to cardiac output and 
stroke volume caused by changes in heart rate during exercise [3]. The variation of flow patterns 
across the aortic valve, including variation of vorticity, shear rate, stress and strain on the leaflets 
during exercise, were not reported. However, given the large changes in stroke volume and cardiac 
output, large transient changes to flow-patterns across the aortic valve are anticipated with exercise 
and heart rate. 
Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the effect of exercise on blood flow 
hemodynamics. Our existing two-dimensional aortic valve FSI model has been used to assess 
changes to blood flow during exercise. The boundary conditions and key valve dimensions for our 
model were obtained from a single volunteer, making our predictions subject specific. Blood flow 
parameters assessed include: vorticity, shear rate, blood velocity through the aortic orifice region, 
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local cell Reynolds, leaflet tip velocity; time to full opening, full opening duration and time to 
closure contact. 
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Methods 
 
Overview 
We have described and validated our subject-specific two-dimensional FSI model in depth 
previously [3]. Here, a brief overview is provided of the model and clinical measurements (combined 
clinical and numerical approach). The Analysis of fluid dynamics section below details the fluid 
dynamics measurements investigated in this present study. 
 
Combined clinical and numerical approach 
A healthy male, aged 33 years, participated in this study with his hemodynamic data recorded during 
rest and exercise. Informed consent was obtained for the participant, according to protocols approved 
by the Department of Cardiovascular Imaging (Shaheed Rajaei Cardiovascular, Medical and 
Research Center, Tehran, Iran). Following physical examination, the volunteer was found to have 
normal cardiovascular performance. This was determined from maximal bicycle exercise tests and 
Doppler ECG. Systolic and diastolic pressures of the brachial artery were measured and related to 
heart rate changes at rest and exercise (Figure 1). Equations 1 and 2 were used to determine the 
central pressure from brachial pressure measurements. This relationship was previously determined 
by comparing brachial pressure (acquired by oscillometry) to the central pressure acquired using an 
invasive method [43]. 
      2.25Central systolic pressure Brachial systolic pressure   (1) 
     –  5.45Central diastolic pressure Brachial diastolic pressure  (2) 
where all pressures were measured in mmHg. 
 
Left ventricular systolic pressure was derived from the calculated central systolic pressure. 
Previously, a pressure difference of around 5 mmHg was found between peak left ventricular systolic 
pressure and central systolic pressure, using catheterization [35]. The ejection times were derived 
from Doppler-flow imaging under B-mode. 
The aortic valve geometry simulated is presented in Figure 2 and dimensions are provided in 
Table 1. Briefly, dimensions were obtained with respect to the T-wave of the electrocardiogram 
(ECG) (maximum opening area), with diameters of the aortic valve annulus and the sinus valsalva 
measured at the peak T-wave time, using a resting parasternal long-axis view. The two cusps were 
considered to be isotropic, homogenous and to have a linear stress-strain relationship. This 
assumption has been used in other heart valve models [11,17,18,51]. Blood was assumed to be an 
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incompressible and Newtonian fluid [8]. All material properties are provided in Table 2 and were 
obtained from the literature [21, 31]. 
For fluid boundaries (Figure 2), pressure was applied at the inflow boundary of the aortic root 
at the left ventricular side. A moving ALE mesh was used, which enabled the deformation of the 
fluid mesh to be tracked without the need for re-meshing [51]. Second order Lagrangian elements 
were used to define the mesh. The mesh contained a total of 7001 elements (Figures 3a, 3b and 3c). 
The finite element analysis package Comsol Multi-physics (v4.2, Comsol Ltd, Cambridgeshire, UK) 
was used to solve the FSI model under time-dependent conditions [17-20]. 
 
Analysis of fluid dynamics 
Our studies on fluid dynamics and the effects of exercise have included an analysis of the vorticity, 
shear rate and cell Reynolds number. Vorticity,  [29], is defined as the curl of fluid velocity u  
according to equation (3): 
u (3) 
Considering our two-dimensional model, equation (3) can be simplified to equation (4). 
v u
*k
x y

  
  
  
 (4) 
where u and v refer to the x- and y-axes velocities, respectively. Note, the x- and y-axes define two 
orthogonal axes of a Cartesian coordinate system, where the former is parallel to inflow and outflow 
boundaries of the aorta and the latter is perpendicular to these (Figure 2) and k  is the unit vector 
along the z-axis. 
Shear rate is the rate at which shear is applied (i.e. velocity gradient; [27]). Shear rate γ

 is 
defined by equation (5). 
v u
γ
x y
  
 
 
 (5) 
The cell Reynolds number determines the stability of fluid motion within each mesh element [29]. 
The cell Reynolds number (Re
c
) was determined using equation (6). 
c ρlulhRe 1
2μ
  (6) 
Here h  is the local mesh element size and the magnitude of the velocity vector is u ; ρ is the density 
and μ the viscosity of the fluid [9]. 
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Results 
 
Timing 
Figure 4 shows: (a) the time at which ejection started, (b) the time at which full valve opening 
occurred, (c) the time at which closing started and (d) the time at which closure contact occurred. 
The interval between (a) and (b) above is the initial opening phase, while the interval between (b) 
and (c) is the full-opening phase. The interval between (c) and (d) is the closing phase. 
The duration of the initial opening phase, the full-opening phase and the closing phase, which 
decreased with increased heart rate with increasing exercise, are provided in Table 3 and Figure 5a. 
The duration of the initial opening phase decreased by 26% with increasing heart rate (from 98 to 
169 beats per minute (bpm)). The duration of the full-opening phase decreased by 11%, whereas the 
duration of the closing phase decreased by 42%. The duration of the full-opening phase varied less 
than other time periods. 
 
Hemodynamics 
Peak blood velocity through the aortic valve increased with exercise (Table 3 and Figure 5b). Peak 
velocity occurred at the time at which closure contact occurred and increased with heart rate by 
19.1% (from 98 to 169 bpm). Peak velocity increased from 4.24 m.s
-1
 to 5.05 m.s
-1
. It was located at 
the centre point between the leaflet tips at each heart rate. Peak blood velocity had similar 
correlations to heart rate (r = 0.687), cardiac output (r = 0.640) and stroke volume (r = -0.670) (Table 
4). 
Peak vorticity during the full-opening phase increased with heart rate (Table 5 and Figure 
5c). It increased by 14.8%, from 17594 s
-1
 (98 bpm) to 20190 s
-1
 (169 bpm). Peak vorticity during 
full valve opening also increased overall with exercise (increasing by 43.6%). However, the peak 
vorticity during the closing phase did not change with exercise (remaining approximately constant, 
with values around 5565 s
-1
; Table5 and Figure 5c). Peak vorticity was consistently located at the 
leaflet tip throughout exercise. Peak vorticity correlated to cardiac output (r = 0.978) and heart rate (r 
= 0.936) better than stroke volume (r = -0.382) (Table 4). 
Note, COD refers to cardiac output by Doppler, SVD refers to stroke volume by Doppler and HR 
refers to heart rate. 
The peak shear rate during the full-opening phase increased with heart rate, but not during the 
closing phase (with values of around 17921 s
-1
; Table 5 and Figure 5d). The peak of the shear rate 
increased by 15.8%, from 46541 s
-1 
(98 bpm) to 55277 s
-1 
(169 bpm). The peak shear rate during full 
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valve opening increased by 25.6% from a heart rate of 98 bpm to 169 bpm. The peak shear rate 
during the ejection phase was located at the leaflet tip throughout the exercise. Peak shear rate 
correlated to cardiac output (r = 0.973) and heart rate (r = 0.928) better than stroke volume (r = -
0.360) (Table 4). 
The peak cell Reynolds number increased by 20% from a heart rate of 98 bpm (215) to a 
heart rate of 169 bpm (258; Table 5 and Figure 5e). The peak cell Reynolds number for all heart rates 
was located along the length of the aortic root close to the valve leaflets. Peak cell Reynolds number 
correlated to cardiac output (r = 0.977) and heart rate (r = 0.936) better than stroke volume (r = -
0.377) (Table 4). 
 
Leaflet mechanics 
The leaflet tip velocity (0.44 m.s
-1
) during full valve opening did not change much with exercise 
(Table 3 and Figure 5f). However, the leaflet tip velocity during the closing phase increased with 
heart rate, increasing from 0.83 m.s
-1
 (at 98 bpm) to 1.23 m.s
-1
 (at 169 bpm). This velocity correlated 
to cardiac output (r = 0.960) better than heart rate (r = 0.949) or stroke volume (r = 0.420) (Table 4-). 
Peak von Mises stress and strain tensor increased with increasing heart rate (Table 6 and 
Figures 5g & 5h). However, at heart rates above 153 bpm, there was a decrease in von Mises stress. 
The highest von Mises stress (1.466 MPa) was predicted at 153 bpm. Peak stresses and strains were 
located at the aortic root at all levels of exercise. The von Mises stress peak correlated to cardiac 
output (r = 0.807) better than heart rate (r = 0.729) or stroke volume (r = -0.113) (Table 4). The strain 
peak correlated to cardiac output (r = 0.951) better than heart rate (r = 0.897) or stroke volume (r = -
0.298)  (Table 4). 
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Discussion 
Study finding 
This study investigated the hemodynamic flows through a two-dimensional FSI model of natural 
aortic heart valve and their variation with exercise during systole. To our knowledge, this is the first 
time that an FSI model has been integrated with exercise measurements to enable numerical 
predictions of hemodynamics such as vorticity, cell Reynolds number and shear rate. The aortic 
valve FSI model was subject specific in that its dimensions and boundary conditions were based on 
measurements made from a single individual. Different boundary conditions were applied to the 
model according to the heart rate and blood pressure measured under different intensity of exercise. 
The main findings from this study are that, with increasing exercise (i.e. increasing heart rate/blood 
pressure) during the left ventricular systole phase, the: 
 vorticity increased with exercise and peaked during full valve opening at 20190 s-1; 
 shear rate increased with exercise and peaked during closure contact at 19469 s-1; 
 leaflet tip velocity increased with exercise, peaking during closure contact with a velocity of 
1.23 m.s
-1
; 
 cell Reynolds number increased with exercise up to 258; 
 peak blood flow velocity through the orifice region increased with exercise up to 5.82 m.s-1, 
peaking during closure contact; 
 von Mises stress increased with exercise, peaking at 1.466 MPa; 
 strain increased with exercise, peaking at 0.132. 
Previously, this model was validated by comparison with echo-Doppler results in terms of 
cardiac output and stroke volume [3]. The current study demonstrates the feasibility of obtaining a 
range of time-dependent and variable boundary conditions (e.g. altered due to exercise) and using 
these to predict cardiovascular performance. 
 
Clinical application and reliability 
Predictions for mean velocity, cardiac output and stroke volume were previously validated against 
subject specific measurements using Doppler-echocardiography (ECG) [3]. Model predictions never 
differed by more than around 15% of the clinical measurement. Our previous study focused on 
validating the model against measures of cardiac function that could be reliably measured using 
clinical procedures, with varying exercise. 
Our current findings demonstrate that vorticity, shear rate and cell Reynolds number are 
strongly correlated to cardiac output and heart rate, but not to stroke volume. These findings are of 
potential future value to two distinct treatment strategies for cardiovascular disease: transplant and 
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artificial heart valve development. Such a tool holds potential for clinical applications, given the 
current limitations associated with existing invasive and non-invasive techniques. These were 
discussed previously [3]. Briefly, invasive methods (e.g. catheterization-thermodilution) pose risks to 
the patient and clinical staff, whereas non-invasive methods (e.g. echo-Doppler) have low 
repeatability (±11%) [36]. However, the application of modeling to the treatment strategies will 
require future model development. Our current results demonstrate the feasibility of using 
computational models to identify fluid flow parameters altered by cardiac function, albeit under 
physiological conditions. 
 
Comparison to the literature 
Following a literature search, we have not found a previous comparable study that combined a 
clinical and numerical approach to predict aortic valve hemodynamics during exercise. We have used 
brachial systolic and diastolic pressures as a boundary condition, but have not neglected valvular-
vascular pressure differences between the left ventricle and brachial measurements [3]. We found, 
previously, that our predictions on cardiac output and stroke volume compared well to other 
numerical studies that predicted cardiac output at rest [3, 23, 26, 38]. 
Our current results also agree with the literature available for comparison. For example, our 
model predicted the viscous forces in the aortic valve area created a large vortex, trapped in the sinus 
cavity. That observation is in agreement with established results in the literature [44, 45, 49]. In our 
study, the peak vorticity at different heart rate stages varied from 4449 s
-1
 to 20190 s
-1 
throughout the 
protocol. We have not been able to find experimental measurements for biological heart valves to 
compare with these predictions. However, for mechanical heart valves, vorticity has been reported in 
the range of 5700 s
-1
 to 42600 s
-1
, typically measured at rest [30]. Our results are comparable to this 
range, apart from the higher values reported for mechanical valves. This is possibly because our 
study modeled a natural valve. Mechanical valves would be anticipated to have greater peak vorticity 
due to their opening/closuring mechanisms. Mechanical valves, for example, lead to blood hemolysis 
and rupturing of red blood cells [6]. Lower vorticity is, thus, anticipated as being reasonable for a 
biological valve. 
Our predicted peak velocity occurred during valve closure and varied from 3.8 m.s
-1
 to 5.8 
m.s
-1
 (increasing with exercise). This was compared to the values ranging from 0.75 m.s
-1
 to 4.00 
m.s
-1 
found in the literature under rest conditions [11-13,46,49]. It should be noted that all our 
measurements were under exercise conditions and, therefore, it is not surprising that our values for 
peak velocity exceed those measured at rest. Furthermore, values in the literature arise from a variety 
of subjects of different ages (e.g. infants and elders) at rest. Our lowest peak velocity of 3.8 m.s
-1
 was 
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obtained at a heart rate of 98 bpm. Thus, the higher predicted velocity is reasonable when compared 
to other studies [6]. 
Peak von Mises stress in our study ranged from 1229 kPa to 1466 kPa. This compares well to 
values in the range of 60 kPa [10] to 1700 KPa [28] available in the literature. Our peak strains 
ranged from 0.119 to 0.132 during exercise. These values are in general agreement with predicted 
peak strains in the region on 0.12 in the literature [37]. 
In our model, we have made subject specific predictions; it is not anticipated that our values 
should precisely match other predictions. For example, De Hart et al. [13] applied time-dependent 
plug flow velocity at the upstream boundary of the aortic root and time-dependent pressure 
waveform at the downstream boundary. In our model, the applied boundary conditions were derived 
following clinical measurement. 
In our current study, we have found shear stress to increase with exercise (from 64 to 238 
Pa). Although we have not been able to find comparable values in the literature, these are lower than 
shear stresses reported for mechanical heart valves [54] used for aortic valve replacement (200 and 
800 Pa). This is expected as the closure of mechanical valves is known to induce high shear stress 
[16]. 
Local cell Reynolds number increased from 215 to 259 with exercise [26]. These values are 
lower than the peak values of 4000 measured in vivo [40]. However, we have determined the cell 
Reynolds number, not the Reynolds number. This provides the peak Reynolds number calculated in 
an individual mesh element. Therefore, while the predicted value is representative of the Reynolds 
number, it is not equivalent. Our cell Reynolds number increased with exercise, therefore, our results 
qualitatively show that the Reynolds number increases with exercise. 
 
Limitations and future trends 
An in-depth discussion of the limitations of the FSI model has been provided previously [3]. Briefly, 
the main limitations are that: 
 A constant orifice area and a single diameter for the ascending aorta were used, along with 
simplifications of the mechanical leaflet properties, in the model; 
 Clinical assessment of hemodynamics is reached on the basis of statistical/generalised 
information. However, variation in mechanical properties of natural aortic heart valves has 
been reported [32] and its effect on numerical predictions assessed for a 2D heart valve 
model [3]. Cardiac output varied by approximately 5% over the reported range of mechanical 
properties. 
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 A two-dimensional model was used to investigate a three-dimensional structure. The model 
predictions may improve by the use of a 3D model [2]. This increase in precision, however, 
has to be balanced against the short solution time for a 2D FSI model. Our model solution 
time was as low as 15 min, which has potential for translation into clinical practice. 
 Blood was considered to be an incompressible, Newtonian fluid. This may affect specific 
hemodynamic predictions, but it is not expected to alter the conclusions from our study. This 
is because we have focused on hemodynamic trends with exercise. Regardless, for large scale 
flow in the cardiovascular system, blood properties approximate that of a Newtonian fluid 
[8]. 
 Only one subject was assessed in our study. Numerical simulation, however, needs specific 
values, such as boundary conditions and geometric dimensions as well as mechanical 
properties. There is also a current trend towards subject-specific modeling (e.g. [42]), with 
the potential benefit of individualised healthcare predictions in future. However, before our 
model is translated into clinical practice, a larger clinical trial with more subjects would be 
necessary. 
Despite model limitations, we previously demonstrated good agreement with clinical measurements 
and the general literature [3]. Further developments could include the use of a range of values for 
statistical comparison by including variability in the models [18]. 
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Conclusion 
A subject-specific, two-dimensional, fluid-structure, interaction model of the aortic valve has been 
used to make hemodynamic predictions at rest and during exercise. Our model predicted that vortex, 
shear rate, peak velocity and Reynolds number increase with increasing levels of exercise. The 
stresses induced in the aortic valve leaflets also increased with exercise. These increases correlated to 
the increased heart rate and cardiac output, but not the stroke volume. However, further appropriate 
clinical studies and trials are necessary to develop the computational model towards translation into 
clinical practice. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1. 
Geometric data of the aortic valve. 
Maximum diameter 
of normal aortic root 
(mm) 
Ventricular 
side diameter 
(mm) 
Aortic side 
diameter 
(mm) 
Ascending aorta 
diameter after 
sinotubular 
junction (mm) 
Leaflet length 
(mm) 
Valve 
height 
(mm) 
33.3 22.2 23 23.5 16.6 20.36 
 
Table 2. 
Mechanical properties of blood and aortic valve leaflets. 
Viscosity 
(Pa.s) Density (kg/m
3
) Young’s modulus (N/m2) Poisson ratio 
3.5 x 10
-3
 1056 6.885 x 10
6
 0.4999 
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Table 3. 
Change in aortic valve leaflet deflection and associated blood velocity with exercise. Note, HR refers 
to heart rate. 
HR 
Times durations (s) Tip Velocity (m/s) Blood velocity peak (m/s) 
The initial 
opening 
phase 
Full-
opening 
phase 
Closing 
phase 
During full 
valve 
opening 
phase 
During 
closure 
contact phase 
Full-
opening 
phase 
During closure 
contact phase 
98 0.042 0.141 0.078 0.46 0.83 3.25 4.24 
106 0.039 0.14 0.07 0.45 0.96 3.43 3.81 
114 0.035 0.141 0.062 0.38 1.00 3.60 3.78 
125 0.034 0.139 0.059 0.39 1.01 3.66 3.84 
136 0.033 0.134 0.055 0.41 1.15 3.73 5.47 
147 0.033 0.131 0.053 0.42 1.14 3.78 4.49 
153 0.035 0.128 0.05 0.50 1.12 3.80 5.82 
159 0.031 0.13 0.046 0.43 1.23 3.83 4.79 
169 0.031 0.125 0.045 0.44 1.23 3.88 5.05 
Total 
increme
nt (%) -26 -11 -42 -4.35 43.6 19.3 19.1 
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Table 4. 
Linear correlations between predicted parameters (valve mechanics and blood-flow dynamics) and 
cardiac output (COD), stroke volume (SVD) and heart rate (HR). Note equations where of the form y 
= aX + b. 
Y X a b R
2
 r  
Vortex peak (s
-1
) COD (ml/min) 0.338 14002 0.957 0.978 
Vortex peak (s
-1
) SVD (ml/beat) 79.71 28636 0.146 -0.382 
Vortex peak (s
-1
) HR (bpm) 32.93 14877 0.877 0.936 
Shear rate peak (s
-1
) COD (ml/min) 1.128 34689 0.947 0.973 
Shear rate peak (s
-1
) SVD (ml/beat) 251.6 81837 0.129 -0.360 
Shear rate peak (s
-1
) HR (bpm) 109.4 37665 0.862 0.928 
Reynolds number COD (ml/min) 0.005 157.1 0.956 0.977 
Reynolds number SVD (ml/beat) -1.285 394.2 0.142 -0.377 
Reynolds number HR (bpm) 0.537 171.4 0.876 0.936 
Blood velocity peak (m.s
-1
) COD (ml/min) 1.90E-04 1.620 0.410 0.640 
Blood velocity peak (m.s
-1
) SVD (ml/beat) -0.119 18.62 0.449 -0.670 
Blood velocity peak (m.s
-1
) HR (bpm) 0.020 1.813 0.472 0.687 
Tip Velocity peak (m.s
-1
) COD (ml/min) 5E-05 0.285 0.922 0.960 
Tip Velocity peak (m.s
-1
) SVD (ml/beat) -0.016 3.05 0.280 0.420 
Tip Velocity peak (m.s
-1
) HR (bpm) 0.005 0.394 0.902 0.949 
Peak von Mises (kPa) COD (ml/min) 0.023 1024 0.650 0.807 
Peak von Mises (kPa) SVD (ml/beat) -1.946 1613 0.012 -0.113 
Peak von Mises (kPa) HR (bpm) 2.124 1100 0.532 0.729 
Peak strain COD (ml/min) 2E-06 0.101 0.904 0.951 
Peak strain SVD (ml/beat) -3.24E-04 + 0.166 0.089 -0.298 
Peak strain HR (bpm) 1.65E-04 0.106 0.805 0.897 
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Table 5. 
Change in predicted hemodynamics with exercise. Note, COD refers to cardiac output by Doppler, 
SVD refers to stroke volume by Doppler and HR refers to heart rate. Cell Reynolds number as 
measured during the ejection period. 
HR 
Vortex (s
-1
) Shear rate (s
-1
) 
Reynolds 
number 
SVD 
(ml/beat) 
COD 
(ml/min) 
During 
full 
valve 
opening 
phase 
During 
full-
opening 
phase 
During 
closure 
contact 
phase 
During 
full 
valve 
opening 
phase 
During 
full-
opening 
phase 
during 
closure 
contact 
phase  
98 10540 17594 5232 54048 46541 25418 215 115.8 11356 
106 8509 18221 7075 43134 48759 15433 227 119.4 12651 
114 12695 19056 6488 60861 51766 16007 240 123.3 14051 
125 12781 19247 6235 54695 52284 16150 243 122.4 15298 
136 13474 19670 5149 59476 53493 18631 249 118.9 16172 
147 13265 19856 4528 52267 54203 15542 252 117.2 17225 
153 10131 19901 5620 67692 54364 19469 253 113.3 17330 
159 15225 19914 4449 50539 54444 16278 255 112.8 17941 
169 15135 20190 5303 67892 55277 18359 258 111.5 18849 
Total 
increment 
(%) 43.6 14.8 1.6 25.6 18.8 27.8 20 -3.7 66 
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Table 6. 
Variations of maximum von Mises stress and strain with heart rate during exercise. 
Heart rate (beats/min) Peak von Mises (KPa) Peak strain 
98 1229 0.119 
106 1333 0.123 
114 1367 0.128 
125 1398 0.129 
136 1431 0.130 
147 1459 0.131 
153 1466 0.132 
159 1388 0.132 
169 1400 0.132 
Total increment (%) 13.9 10.1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1. Interpolated curves for brachial, central and ventricular pressures.  
 
Figure 2. The geometry of the model. 
  
Figure 3. Mesh for (a) the fluid domain mesh generation valve cusps and (b) elements on a cusp of 
the solid domain mesh generation; (c) valve cusps shape. 
 
Figure 4. Ejection period’s divisions: (a) the moment of ejection start, (b) the moment of reaching 
the major orifice region, (c) the moment of beginning of closing and (d) the moment of closure 
contact. Note that vectors show fluid velocity. 
 
Figure 5. Changes in: (a) Time, (b) Peak blood velocity, (c) Vorticity peak, (d) Shear rate peak, (e) 
Peak cell Reynolds number, (f) Leaflet tip velocity, (g) Peak von Mises stress and (h) Strain 
peak with heart rate. 
